
CHANGE: “KNOW WHO YOU ARE AND YOU WILL KNOW WHO YOU ARE
NOT!”



POETRY by the CLASS of:

2024
�c� toc�,
Year� pas� an� I’� stil� i� � loc�.
Drowne� i� anger an� fear,
�er� i� n� on� near.
Wi� or l��,
N� other optio� t� cho��.
Jo� i� never,
Bu� realit� i� forever.

-Evonne Zhang







How have you CHANGED this Year?
OR…

What would you like to CHANGE about
yourself or Hamburg School next year?

RESPONSES…
1. “Less work during Hanukkah and Passover
because I want time to observe my
holidays.” Hope,7th

2. “I learned how to not sweat the small
stu� and to find humor in the day-to-day
STUFF.” Mr. Scott

3. “I think they should not let people have
recess on the field.” Rhyana,3rd

4. “ I want them to add swings and monkey
bars on the playground.” Michael,3rd

5. “I changed because in the beginning of
the year I didn't know how to multiply or
divide but now I can do both.” Enzo , 3rd

6. “I learned how to draw better.” Colin,1st
7.“I learned how to listen better.”Selena,3rd



8. “I wish our school would have some fun
afternoons where di�erent grades play
games with each other like kickball or
scooter races.”Ms Kolb

9. “I want more days of school.”Greyson,2nd
10. “I learned how to recycle.” Tristan,2nd
11. “I learned how to use proper nouns.” Ben
K., 2nd

12. “I think we need longer specials and more
recess.” Jesse K.. 2nd

13. “I think we need to upgrade the old
building to use for indoor recess.” Lincoln,
3rd

14. “I learned a lot of new things in math like
fractions.” Ronnie 3K

15. “ A new playground for the older kids.”
Emily, 3K

16. “I'm a year older and a year smarter…” Mr.
Douglass

17. “I want to bond better with my small
friend group.” Jillian, 8th






